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Abstract—The article introduces four variants of the con-
troller design for a continuous wheel slip control (WSC)
system developed for the full electric vehicle equipped with
individual in-wheel motors for each wheel. The study in-
cludes explanation of the WSC architecture, design of con-
trollers, and their validation on road tests. The investigated
WSC design variants use variable-structure proportional-
integral, first-order sliding mode, integral sliding mode
controllers as well as continuous twisting algorithm. To
compare their functionality, a benchmark procedure is
proposed based on several performance factors responsi-
ble for driving safety, driving comfort, and control quality.
The controllers are compared by the results of validation
tests done on low-friction road surface.

Index Terms—Continuous twisting algorithm (CTA), elec-
tric vehicle (EV), in-wheel motors (IWMs), sliding mode con-
trol, variable structure systems, wheel slip control (WSC).

I. INTRODUCTION

F
ULL electric vehicles (EVs) with individually controlled

electric motors for each wheel are becoming a wide
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distribution in road transportation not only thanks to their

environment-friendliness but also due to their agile and efficient

motion dynamics. This was confirmed by many preliminary

industrial studies, e.g., [1], [2], which have motivated further

developments in EV motion control. Substantial advantages by

designing of EV dynamics control systems can be provided by

in-wheel motors (IWMs) as actuators in comparison with an

internal combustion engine and friction brakes in conventional

vehicles. These advantages are caused by the following factors:

1) IWM technology provides a quicker system response and has

relatively high system bandwidth; 2) the output motor torque can

be accurately measured from current that increase the control

precision; and 3) all wheels can be controlled independently

from each other allowing individual wheel torque control. As

a result, new design principles and control architectures can be

proposed for motion control systems in EVs with IWMs. Recent

state-of-the-art surveys demonstrate that most of studies in this

area are dedicated to torque vectoring, direct yaw control, and

traction control systems [3], [4]. But the wheel slip control in a

braking mode, despite its cardinal importance to any motion

control systems, is still insufficiently addressed in published

studies for the EVs with individually controlled electric motors.

In many cases, the developers rather adopt algorithms taken

from conventional antilock braking systems (ABS) and consider

blended actuation of IWMs and friction brakes [5], [6] than pro-

pose WSC methods for a pure regenerative braking. However,

exactly for this EV operational mode, the benefits of IWMs as

actuators can be realized in a full measure. It concerns first of

all the possibility to realize a continuous WSC that is opposite

to a more common rule-based (RB) control approach.

The continuous WSC was initially proposed for decoupled

brake-by-wire systems [7], [8] and demonstrated very precise

tracking of reference wheel slip without pronounced brake

torque oscillations typical of RB ABS. However, this approach

was not deeply investigated during last decade, mainly due to

limited use of brake-by-wire systems on mass-production cars.

But for EVs, the relevant studies are gained a new impetus

because on-board and IWMs allow efficient implementation of

continuous wheel torque control.

The continuous WSC in EV can be realized in practice with

different analytical approaches. Analysis of recent studies allows

identifying three main major approaches in this regard. The
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first group covers solutions based on more traditional nonlinear

control methods as Lyapunov-based and proportional integral

derivative (PID). One of the well-known approaches is based

on so-called maximum transmissible torque estimation (MTTE)

scheme allowing the controller design without the use of in-

formation about the vehicle velocity and tire-road friction [9].

The MTTE scheme with the proportional integral (PI) controller

demonstrated good applicability for WSC on small EV with

low operational velocities in a traction mode [10], however,

such a design has been rarely studied for conventional passenger

cars and for the braking mode. Another solution is proposed in

the work [11] investigating the WSC, which uses the barrier

Lyapunov function and is integrated with active suspension

control. This method demonstrated sufficient braking perfor-

mance but only in the simulation for a quarter car model. In

general, it should be mentioned that only few WSC studies

considered a full-scale validation on the mass-production cars.

One of the recent experimental works in this regard has been

performed for a full electric sport utility vehicle with four

on-board motors, where a pure regenerative ABS were realized

with gain-scheduled PI direct slip control with feed-forward and

feedback control contributions [12]. The outcomes confirmed

that continuous WSC with electric motors as actuators allows

achieving simultaneous effect in high brake performance and

improved driving comfort thanks to vehicle jerk damping.

The basic tool for the second group is model predictive control

(MPC). A variant of a centralized MPC has been proposed in [13]

for blended WSC with motors and friction brakes as redundant

actuators. This variant demonstrated sufficient real-time appli-

cability and good torque tracking in low-slip area. Simulation

studies on nonlinear MPC-based WSC have been published

in [14] (focus on uneven snow surface conditions), [15] (fo-

cus on blended ABS design), and [16] (focus on robustness

against noise injection by the road profile). Some limitations

of MPC are known regarding real-time performance; therefore,

the MPC-based WSC on real vehicles is still rarely investigated.

However, recent studies using hardware-in-the-loop technique

confirmed sufficient performance of nonlinear MPC as a tool for

continuous WSC [17].

The third group unites a variety of WSC methods based

on sliding mode techniques. For example, the work [18] used

sliding mode (SM) method for EV traction control with optimal

slip seeking. A similar variant, but for an ABS mode, has been

discussed in [19]. To increase robustness, some studies proposed

integration of SM control technique with other methods. For

instance, Verma et al. [20] introduced SM control combined with

inertial delay control for estimating uncertainties at braking.

Another example is provided by Zhang and Li [21], where a

radial basis function neural network is added to SM WSC for

the predefinition of optimal slip. An analysis of state-of-the-art

solutions for WSC using SM methods allows identifying most

common drawbacks of relevant studies: 1) their validation is

mostly limited by simulation for a limited number of test cases;

2) optimal or reference slip is often selected in very high area λ=
0.1...0.2, even for low-friction surfaces, that does not correspond

to real road conditions; and 3) the controllers demonstrate a

chattering effect, particularly at low velocities.

Despite these drawbacks, the authors selected SM technique

due to its robustness and relatively low computational costs for

further study on WSC for EV with IWMs. It should be noted

that there are also no clear recommendations in the literature

regarding the selection of the most suitable SM strategy for EV

control. In particular, analysis in [22] allows us to conclude that

PI control proposes more effective wheel slip control than clas-

sical first-order SM and second-order SM. However, performed

theoretical analysis in [23] indicates that integral sliding mode

(ISM) is the most promising control over other SM controls.

The latest conclusion is also confirmed in [24] and [25], though

for the decoupled electro-hydraulic brake system. Therefore,

the authors decided to design several concurrent variants of the

controller with their benchmark by experimental results. The

selected variants are as follows.

1) Variable structure PI (VSPI) as a method demonstrating

integration of variable structure control techniques with

the continuous PI control method.

2) The first-order SM, known for its issues with the chat-

tering, to investigate IWM potentials as highly dynamic

WSC actuator.

3) Integral SM recommended by other studies as a method

demonstrating high robustness against delays and less

overshooting.

4) SM with continuous twisting algorithm (CTA) character-

ized by the finite-time convergence of the control signal

to the uncertainties. It should be especially noted that

CTA approach is one of the recent advancements in SM

control and there are no known experimental studies

demonstrating its real-time application to such highly

dynamic systems as EV WSC.

For these controller variants, the following objectives are

formulated for the presented study:

1) to validate functionality of developed WSC variants using

experiments on the proving ground in inhomogeneous and

severe road surface conditions characterized by distinc-

tive uncertainties;

2) to propose methodology for benchmark of different WSC

variants and compare the developed systems using this

methodology.

Next sections introduce how the proposed objectives and tar-

gets are achieved. Overall configuration and technical data of the

target EV are given in Section II. Section III gives required intro-

duction in wheel slip dynamics and its control targets. Then, the

proposed continuous wheel slip control methods are explained

in Section IV. The solution for the wheel slip estimation as an

important WSC component is given Section V. The proposed

continuous WSC methods are initially validated and compared

in simulation studies described in Section V and, then, with real

experiments presented in Section VI. Section VII concludes this

article.

II. VEHICLE SPECIFICATION

The vehicle used in this article has been built at the Uni-

versity of Tokyo, Fig. 1, and is equipped with four individual

outer-rotor-type IWMs, which adopt a principle of direct drive
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Fig. 1. Vehicle demonstrator FPEV2-Kanon with four individual electric
motors.

TABLE I
VEHICLE TECHNICAL DATA

system. It implies that reaction forces from the road are trans-

mitted directly to the motors without gear reduction or backlash.

Technical data of the test vehicle are given in Table I.

During the tests, the vehicle velocity is measured by the

Corevit optical sensor. The dSPACE real-time platform with

ds1003 processor board is installed on the vehicle for all required

on-board control systems.

III. WHEEL SLIP DYNAMICS

The WSC algorithms developed in this study are using a single

corner model, which can be described as follows:

{

mV̇x = −Fx

Jwω̇w = Fxrw − Tb

(1)

whereVx is the vehicle velocity,m is the mass of quarter vehicle,

Fx is the tire longitudinal force, Jw is the wheel inertia, ωw is

the angular wheel velocity, rw is the wheel radius, and Tb is the

braking torque produced by electric motor.

Fig. 2. Structure of the wheel slip controller.

Neglecting tire transient dynamics, the force Fx can be cal-

culated as nonlinear function of the wheel slip λ

Fx = Fzµroad(λ) (2)

where µroad is the road coefficient of friction, and Fz is the

vertical tire force.

For the longitudinal vehicle motion and braking mode, the

wheel slip λ is calculated as

λ =
ωwrw − Vx

Vx

. (3)

Considering V > 0 and ωw > 0, the wheel slip dynamics can

be described in general as

λ̇ = −
1

Vx

(

1

m
(1− λ) +

r2w
Jw

)

Fzµroad(λ) +
rw

JwVx

Tb. (4)

The proposed interpretation of the wheel dynamics is suffi-

cient for the design of the wheel slip control that was confirmed

by the corresponding analysis done in [26]. However, it should

be especially mentioned that the effect of the load distribution

at the braking as well as eventual fluctuations of the road

friction during the maneuver are handled as uncertainty in the

controllers, which will be introduced in next section.

IV. WHEEL SLIP CONTROL

A. General Controller Structure

In the proposed structure of the wheel slip controller, Fig. 2,

the overall base brake torque Tbb for the vehicle is computed

from the driver demand, which can be defined through the

brake pedal actuation dynamics, e.g., from the brake pedal

displacement sped. The proposed WSC architecture for vehicle
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with IWMs uses principle of direct slip control and generates

electric motor torque demand T ∗
em necessary for maintaining

desired wheel slip λ
∗. The WSC is being activated individually

for each wheel when wheel slip λ is higher than reference λ
∗.

Deactivation happens if torque demand from distribution func-

tion is lower than the torque from WSC. Under this conditions,

WSC or distributed torque demand are bypassed to the low-level

electric motor controller. In this article, the reference wheel slip

value is fixed at the value close to the optimum.

The structure includes also the state and parameter estimator

block to compute the actual wheel slip λ and the estimated

longitudinal wheel force F̂x from the vehicle sensors measuring

the wheel angular speed ωw, steering wheel angle δw, and yaw

rate ψ̇. The reference wheel slip λ
∗ is calculated in the reference

wheel slip generator block in accordance with the procedures

described in [25]. Therefore, the wheel slip controller minimizes

the error λe between the actual λ and reference λ
∗ wheel slip

values

λe = λ
∗ − λ. (5)

The investigated controller variants for this purpose are dis-

cussed in next sections.

B. VSPI Control

Assuming constant wheel slip reference λ
∗ = 0, representing

Tem with PI control law and considering ϑ2 = λ, the system

becomes the following closed-loop formulation:

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

ϑ̇1 = ϑ2

ϑ̇2 = − λ
∗Fx

mVx

+ (ϑ2−1)Fx

Vxm
− r2

w
Fx

JwVx

+ rw
JwVx

Kp

(

ϑ2 +
1
ta
ϑ1

)

(6)

where ϑ1 represents the integral of the wheel slip, and ϑ2 = λ

is the wheel slip.

Then, the state trajectories can be presented by the following

equation, where the longitudinal tire force Fx can be calculated

from a nonlinear steady-state tire model

dϑ2

dϑ1
= −

λ
∗Fx + (ϑ2 − 1)Fx

mVxϑ2
−

r2wFx

JwVxϑ2

+
rw

JwVx

Kp

(

1 +
ϑ1

taϑ2

)

(7)

where Kp is the proportional control gain, and ta is the tuning

parameter of the integral part.

The state trajectories of this closed-loop system allow the

designing control law for WSC. As it can be seen on the left of

Fig. 3, constant gains of PI control produce not only inefficient

solution in terms of brake force, but can also produce traction

torque by electric motors. Considering these issues, VSPI con-

trol can be adjusted to have quicker dynamics in unstable area

(higher P contribution and lower I), while slower control action

should be produced in stable area (lower P contribution and

higher I). Therefore, it is proposed to switch between control

Fig. 3. State trajectories of wheel slip dynamics with PI and VSPI
WSC: PI control without switching logic (left) switching gains at reference
wheel slip (left) and gain scheduling of PI gain in stable and unstable
areas (right).

gains when the wheel slip passes reference value λ
∗

Kp =

{

Kp1, if λ < λ
∗

Kp2, otherwise
(8)

ta =

{

ta1, if λ < λ
∗

ta2, otherwise
(9)

where Kp1, Kp2 are proportional control gains, and ta1, ta2
are tuning parameters of the integral control part. Presented

equations show how the gains are switched depending on the

wheel slip position in relation to the stability point of force-wheel

slip diagram.

The resulting system behavior is presented on the phase plane

in middle of Fig. 3. In this case, the system is driven to the origin

with a higher wheel slip rate in the area over the optimal slip to

avoid wheel locking. The wheel slip is held close to the optimum

in the area under the reference.

The system trajectories from Fig. 3 show that dynamics

depends on the vehicle velocity. Therefore, the scheduling of

P and I gains of VSPI control should be performed to achieve

a predictable system response. The right-hand side of Fig. 3

displays the trajectories after preliminary setting of the control

gains scheduled by the vehicle velocity variation. This pro-

vides predictable system behavior and allows obtaining the gain

scheduling curves for Kp and ta before experiments.

Additional tuning of the controller gains has been performed

using commercial vehicle dynamics simulation environment.

A set of straight-line braking maneuvers has been considered,

where initial velocity of the vehicle has been varied from 10 to

120 km/h with the step of 10 km/h. For each velocity case, offline

optimization was performed to find optimal values of the Kp1,

Kp2 and ta1, ta2 using the genetic optimization algorithm [27].

Cost function for the optimization procedure was formulated as

follows:

Jcost = w1
sdist

smax

+ w2

√

∑N
i=1 (λ

∗ − λi)2

N − 1

+ w3

√

∑N
i=1 (ax − 1

N

∑N
i=1 ax)

2

N − 1
(10)

where sdist is the braking distance, smax is the maximal braking

distance obtained by considering vehicle without ABS, ax is

the vehicle longitudinal deceleration, and N is the number of

measuring points considering sampling rate of 1 ms.

The highest priority across driving safety, driving comfort,

and control quality has been given to the safety, and the lowest
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has been assigned to the comfort. This is possible to be done by

adjustment of corresponding weight coefficient w1, w2, and w3,

respectively.

C. First-Order Sliding Mode (FOSM) Control

For this WSC variant, sliding variable σ is defined the same

as the control error

σ = λe = λ
∗ − λ. (11)

The control law for the classical sliding mode approach is

defined as

Tem = −Kfosmsign (σ) (12)

with the control gain Kfosm as a positive constant.

Remark: To avoid chattering, which is critical for mechan-

ical systems, sign function can be replaced with its following

approximation [28]:

ˆsign [x(t)] =
x(t)

|x(t)|+ ǫ
(13)

with a reasonably small value of ǫ > 0. Higher values of ǫ

can follow to the loss of control performance, which is char-

acterized by occurrence of static error in presence of matched

disturbances [29].

The system uncertaintyh(x) to be used in (13) can be obtained

from the wheel slip dynamics

λ̇ = B(x)(−rwFzµroad(λ) + Tem + Tb,unc) (14)

where B(x) is the input matrix. Then, the system uncertainty

h(x) is determined by

h(x) = −rwFzµroad(λ) + Tb,unc. (15)

Finally, referring to [30], the following inequality should be

satisfied:

Kfosm ≥ |hmax|. (16)

Despite application of FOSM as the WSC is known from

various literature sources [31], this control technique was rarely

tested on the real EVs due to the issues with chattering. Despite

this disadvantage of the FOSM method, its feasibility by using

IWMs with a relatively high system bandwidth will be checked

and compared to other control techniques from this section.

D. Integral Sliding Mode

The ISM control method can ensure less chattering and also

provide compensation both of matched and unmatched dis-

turbances. In the case of ISM implementation, the wheel slip

dynamics should be presented in the following form considering

uncertainties:

ẋ = f(x) +B(x)u+ h(x),where |h(x)| < hmax. (17)

The contributions of the ISM control effort are

Tem = Tc + Td (18)

where Tc and Td are continuous and discrete control

contributions.

It is proposed in this article to use the VSPI controller as the

continuous part. The discontinuous part can be presented as

Td = −Kismsign(s) (19)

where Kism is the control gain of the discontinuous part.

The discontinuous control is, then, filtered for reduced chatter-

ing and a smoother control action. Following recommendations

from [32], a first-order linear filter can be used for this purpose.

Its tuning as well as the selection of the time constant τsw

are performed under a condition to avoid distorting the slow

component of the switched action

Td = Ṫ filt
d τd + T filt

d . (20)

Furthermore, the sliding surface consists of the two parts

σ = σ0 + z (21)

where z is the integral term, and σ0 = λ
∗ − λ is the sliding

variable.

On the next step, the derivative of the reference wheel slip is

subtracted that yields

∆λ̇ = λ̇ − λ̇
∗ = −λ̇

∗ −B(x)rwFzµ(λ)

+B(x)u+B(x)Tw,unc. (22)

Here, the known variable is the reference wheel slip λ
∗,

f(x) = λ
∗, and the disturbance is the additional wheel torque

Tw,unc.

It can be finally derived that the auxiliary variable z equals to

ż = −
∂σ0

∂(λ − λ∗)
(−λ̇

∗ +B(x)(uism − ud))

= λ̇
∗ −B(x)(u− ud). (23)

The proof of stability of this ISM structure can be found

in [25].

E. Continuous Twisting Algorithm

CTA relates to the sliding mode control methods and known

by its benefits in terms of disturbances compensation and solving

of chattering issue [33] and [34]. These advantages of the method

motivated its application for the WSC system, which has similar

design requirements: providing smooth wheel slip tracking and

robustness to disturbances. This control technique produces

third-order sliding mode in a relation system state. Hence, this

method cannot be naturally applied to the considered system. As

the solution, system order can be auxiliary increased. According

to definition of relative degree of freedom ρ [35], this corre-

sponds to the minimum order of the time derivative of sliding

variable sρ, where control input Tem explicitly appears [23].

Computing first and second derivatives of the sliding variable,
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following representation of the system is obtained:
⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

ṡ = −
1

Vx

r2w
Jw

Fx +
rw

JwVx

Tem

s̈ = λ̈
∗ −

r2wḞx

JwVx

+
r2wFxV̇x

JwV 2
x

−
Ḟxrwω

mV 2
x

−
Fxrwω̇

mV 2
x

+
2FxrwωV̇x

mV 3
x

−
rwV̇x

JwV 2
x

Tem +
rw

JwVx

Ṫem

. (24)

Right-hand side of the second equation in this system includes

several components, which cannot be estimated in a reliable way.

Hence, it is proposed to consider them as the system disturbance

w(t). Therefore, this auxiliary system can be presented in a

general form as
{

ζ̇1(t) = ζ2(t)

ζ̇2(t) = w(t) + g(t)ν(t)
. (25)

Presented system has two auxiliary states ζ1 = s and ζ2 = ṡ

and ν represents auxiliary control input. Therefore, control effort

Tem is expressed as the integral of the auxiliary control input,

which provides continuous control input

Tem =

∫ τ2

τ1

ν(t). (26)

After obtaining this system description, control problem can

be formulated. This is concluded in driving the state ζ (which is

equal to the wheel slip error λe) to the origin despite disturbances

that affect the system. To solve this problem, aforementioned

CTA can be applied as in [36]
{

ν (ζ) = −Kcta,1⌈ζ1⌋
1

3 −Kcta,2⌈ζ2⌋
1

2 + η

η̇ = −Kcta,3⌈ζ1⌋
0 −Kcta,4⌈ζ2⌋

0
(27)

where notation ⌈·⌋γ means sign(·)| · |γ .

To guarantee stability of CTA control strategy, offline opti-

mization of control gains can be performed. Method, described

in [36], was utilized for this purpose to confirm stability of the

system.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Before the implementation of the proposed wheel slip con-

trollers on the vehicle demonstrator, they were investigated in

simulation to tune the parametrization. The simulation sce-

nario corresponds to the test conditions of the proving track

at the University of Tokyo. The track has an inhomogeneous

low-friction surface composed from wet plastic sheets. For

this surface, the reference wheel slip was set as λ
∗ = 0.04 for

the experimentally defined average tire-road friction coefficient

µ = 0.21. The initial braking velocity is 30 km/h for all tests.

The simulation diagrams are given in Figs. 4 and 5, where the

indices mark the wheels: FL—for the front left, FR—for the

front right, RL—for the rear left, and RR—for the rear right.

The analysis of simulation results allowed us to deduce the

following observations.

The VSPI control produces the highest value of the first wheel

slip peak that is caused by the integral part of the controller.

Fig. 4. Wheel slip control with IWMs in low road friction conditions.

Fig. 5. Distribution of the brake torque demand in frequency spectrum.

But, after the reaching of control setpoint, the further process is

characterized by sufficiently smooth and precise tracking of the

reference slip. The FOSM control demonstrates better agility

because the reference wheel slip is reached within a shorter

time as compared to other WSC variants. However, the overall

process is suffering from considerable chattering that can be

seen on the motor torque behavior, which is characterized by

oscillations with high amplitude and frequency (approx. 50

to 90 Hz). However, the IWMs used in this study provide a

direct torque transmission to the wheels and have sufficient

performance to realize the FOSM approach without damages of

driveline components. Such drawbacks, as the high first control

peak by VSPI method and the considerable chattering by the
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TABLE II
WSC NUMERICAL EVALUATION FOR THE BRAKING IN

LOW FRICTION CONDITIONS WITH IWMS

FOSM method, are being eliminated in the case of the ISM wheel

slip controller. To achieve this effect, the ISM controller has

been tuned and its low-pass filter was designed with relatively

high cutoff frequency applicable for IWMs. The CTA control is

possessed of described advantages of the ISM variant but has, in

addition, a smoother dynamics of the motor torque demand. This

means that this control operates in relatively small frequencies

compared to the other control approaches, see Fig. 5.

To assess benefits of developed WSC strategies, RB ap-

proach [25] was used for comparison. For fair comparison of

control methods, RB approach was used in combination with

IWMs. Numerical evaluation of each control strategy is sum-

marized in Table II.

These simulation studies allowed to fix the final design of all

four WSC variants and to realize them on the vehicle demonstra-

tors for the proving track experiment. Their results are discussed

in next section.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental program considered the following factors.

The gains for four tested WSC variants were selected on the basis

of previous simulation studies with minimal tuning during the

tests. Due to track limitations, vehicle velocity around 25 k/h was

considered during vehicle tests. The proving track surface was

properly wetted before each trial to guarantee the consistency

of experiments and reach µroad ≈ 0.2. The braking maneuverer

were repeated about 40 times for each controller variant. The

experimental results are given in Fig. 6. The analysis of the tests

allowed us to draw the following observations.

VSPI control showed the worst tracking performance for the

front and rear wheels. Switching of the control gains at refer-

ence wheel slip point allows compensating difference in system

dynamics. However, this leads to more oscillatory behavior of

requested wheel torque. As a consequence, the first peak is

Fig. 6. Wheel slip control with IWMs in low road friction conditions.

relatively high and the system oscillates with such amplitude

during the whole braking event. Despite this fact, the ride quality

did not suffer from these oscillations due to their relatively low

modulation frequency.

For the FOSM control, compared to the simulation results

with significant chattering and higher deviation from the ref-

erence value, these effect were attenuated during road tests.

Such high-frequency modulation of braking torque was not

bypassed by tires, which have first-order dynamics with lower

cutoff frequency. This effect led to better tracking performance

than in simulation, where transient tire dynamics were not

experimentally validated for this type of vehicle. Among other

control approaches, FOSM has shown the most agile reaction

during initial phase of WSC activation and the first peak for the

front and rear wheels has the lowest value. Nevertheless, FOSM

still produces oscillatory torque behavior, which has a negative

influence on the ride quality.

With PI control as the continuous control action, the ISM

approach demonstrated much better results in terms of tracking

performance and system adaptability compared to VSPI control.

Such system adaptability was guaranteed by discrete control part

responsible for disturbance rejection. ISM control provided ride

quality comparable with VSPI and CTA approaches.

The most precise and smooth control action was produced by

CTA algorithm due to the presence of integral control part and

subsequent integration of virtual input. Theoretically, this ap-

proach handles variation of the road conditions and vertical load

during the emergency that is confirmed experimentally for this

case. However, presence of the integral part leads to significantly

slower system reaction at the WSC activation stage. Hence, CTA

has the highest first peak for front and rear wheels. Nevertheless,

such progressive variation has huge benefits in terms of the ride
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TABLE III
WSC NUMERICAL EVALUATION FOR THE BRAKING IN

LOW FRICTION CONDITIONS WITH IWMS

quality compared to torque modulation: CTA provides lowest

longitudinal vehicle jerk during emergency braking.

The final benchmark of the developed controllers is proposed

on the basis of the assessment criteria, which evaluate the

functionality of WSC by performance indicators related to the

vehicle dynamics. These assessment criteria are commonly used

in industrial practice [37], [38] by designing the traction and

braking control systems:

1) braking distance and mean deceleration to evaluate brak-

ing performance;

2) vehicle jerk to evaluate ride quality;

3) peak value of the initial WSC control cycle to evaluate

WSC agility and adaptability in terms of wheel slip

dynamics;

4) wheel slip RMSD to evaluate the system performance by

tracking the reference slip ratio.

The listed criteria are usually normalized to provide a com-

parison in percentages.

The test results are summarized in Table III and presented as

normalized criteria on the radar plot in Fig. 7. The following

observations can be done on the analysis of these data.

1) FOSM has the most agile reaction in WSC mode provid-

ing the lowest first peak.

2) Compared to the simulation results, FOSM braking torque

was filtered by tire longitudinal dynamics, which resulted

in precise wheel slip tracking.

3) Chattering in FOSM produced high-frequency braking

torque demand, which negatively influenced ride quality

during the WSC braking.

4) VSPI control produced the worst results in terms of

control and braking performance due to more oscillatory

brake torque demand modulation.

Fig. 7. Experimental comparison of developed WSC control strategies
for the vehicle with IWMs. Note: Maximal value of the presented nor-
malized metrics is 100% for each indicator that corresponds to the best
performance.

5) CTA can provides WSC solution applicable not only for

IWMs, but also to brake actuators with slower dynamics;

this is determined by smooth and progressive variation of

the braking torque demand.

VII. CONCLUSION

The presented work investigated four methods for the wheel

slip control using the sliding mode technique. These methods

were studied in simulation and experiment for full EV with

IWMs for each wheel. The following conclusions can be done

for each method from the analysis of obtained results.

1) Compared to the classical PI control formulation, the

VSPI control keeps the wheel slip in narrow area around

the reference value during the whole braking process.

2) VSPI control allows compensating unmatched distur-

bances, which are strongly dependent on the vehicle

velocity. This compensation can be realized with the

proposed gain scheduling method based on the nonlinear

wheel slip dynamics model.

3) FOSM has an advantage for the IWM control in terms

of easy tuning. However, the WSC process with FOSM

method is characterized by noticeable torque oscillations

that can be considered as a disadvantage from viewpoint

of the driving comfort.

4) As in the VSPI case, the ISM control can compensate un-

matched uncertainties. In addition, the ISM-based WSC

operation has less oscillatory behavior and better braking

performance as compared to VSPI and FOSM variants.

5) The CTA provides smooth control signal and can be

potentially applied to the brake systems with a lower

bandwidth. However, tuning of this method is relatively

sophisticated. Nevertheless, the WSC with the CTA for-

mulation achieved the best braking efficiency in both

simulation and experiment.

Summarizing, it should be concluded that the investigated

sliding mode techniques demonstrated promising results for the

WSC functions realized in EV with IWMs. In future works, the

authors are planning to advance the application of four developed

methods to further complex tasks related to the stability, ride,

and integrated chassis control.
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